
Technology Overview
Big Data endpoint detection, analysis and response
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..................Addressing Endpoint Vulnerability
The endpoint is at the center of the battleground between attackers and your business. 
It’s where the most vulnerable and accessible targets exist based on volumes of user                                       
interactions with critical data. However, traditional solutions lack the speed, intelligence and 
context necessary to effectively protect enterprise endpoints.

 Attackers prey upon endpoint vulnerability with a level of persistence that most organizations 
can’t defend against. Persistent attackers apply highly targeted tactics designed to outsmart 
widely deployed, traditional defenses on server and desktop endpoints.  

To combat large-scale, persistent threats, organizations need a solution that captures malicious 
behavior on every endpoint using tamper-resistant attacker methodologies that won’t impact 
overall system performance, and that provides contextual attack data.  

A Lack of Context for the New Breed of Advanced Threats
Organizations looking to counter advanced threats that permeate their endpoints need a 
new breed of tools to monitor operating systems in real-time. Having visibility into endpoint     
behavior as attacks unfold allows organizations to gain a critical advantage over attackers 
that can completely transform threat response, putting security teams back in control of                             
their domains.

Comprehensive OS-level monitoring of endpoints from a kernel level position, where attackers 
won’t detect the solution, gives security teams confidence in the integrity of the intelligence on 
which they base security decisions. While a tamper-resistant collection sensor is important—if               
attackers can locate and disable monitoring, the solution is worthless—hiding evidence of 
collection within the OS is even more important. If attackers can identify artifacts of collection, 
they can easily work around them.

Rapid classification of advanced threats is another capability that organizations should            
demand from any advanced threat solution. While there are many techniques for characterizing 
malicious artifacts, threat classification that characterizes behavior over time provides more 
accurate and reliable intelligence across the enterprise.

Scaling endpoint protection that holds up against targeted, persistent threats is a formidable 
task. Implementing a solution built with a scalable platform leveraging Big Data technology 
gives teams the power to collect more or less data from endpoints across the enterprise. 

Integration and intelligence-sharing to other security data collectors and aggregators is a           
critical functionality for any endpoint platform. An effective threat solution must be able to work 
within an organization’s broader ecosystem to add more value.
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•  Powerful Search Capability: 
  Identify an interaction on one   

endpoint, or search across your 
entire enterprise for specific        
behaviors

•  Customizable Collection: 
  Define any interaction and know  

exactly when and where it occurs 
in your infrastructure

• Real-time analysis: 
    Identify and prioritize threats  

quickly and accurately for an       
optimal threat response

• Visibility into behaviors:   
 Capture command line arguments  
 for processes to understand   
 immediately when a process is  
 executed, how it was run and what  
 options were enabled

•  Smart Groups: 
  Define custom groups to              

automatically correlate threats 
by business unit and manage  
endpoints in bulk

•  Built-in intelligence-sharing         
publishes attack behavior to   
common SIEMs and   
aggregation tools

What You Need  
At a Glance:

• Driverless kernel-level collection           
  sensor resides deep within the   
  Operating System

• CounterTack technology is not            
   visible to attackers

• Threat origins and key events in  
   attack lifecycle are exposed to  
   operators in real time

• Monitors all behavior across end 
   points and collections of endpoints,  
   enabling threat correlation across  
   the enterprise

Advanced Operating       
System Visibility:
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..................The CounterTack Approach
CounterTack takes a completely different approach to monitoring endpoint     
desktops and servers than any other technology. Its long-term vision for   
revolutionary endpoint threat detection and analysis includes four specific   
functional areas of focus: Detect, Analyze and Respond.

CounterTack’s ability to detect these threats is drawn from the kernel module’s position below 

the Operating System, giving it a completely unobstructed view into behavior. This unique       

vantage also allows the kernel module to effectively lie to attackers—eliminating collection 

artifacts that would allow malware to evade its presence. 

ANALYZE. Analyze threats to fully understand potential impact across all endpoints. Sentinel 

provides the capability to analyze threats against proprietary and open-source compromise  

indicators, with the ability to isolate threats on the host. Sentinel will generate threat profiles 

that can be used in conjunction with preventative measures to reduce the overall impact   

of threats.

RESPOND. Use actionable intelligence for a continuous response to incidents and threats.  

Sentinel lets operators deny advanced threats from executing to machines with real-time  

remediation capabilities so teams can block and prevent the full attack from playing out on 

production endpoints.  
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 • Detection is Step One: Your solution                            
   should have the ability to detect  
   attacks and advanced threats that  
   evade other defenses. 

• Analysis is Step Two:   
 Any technology designed to help        
   identify and classify threats should  
   have built-in automation to analyze  
   and quickly understand attacker  
   behavior, in real time. 

 • Response is Step Three:   
  The ability to automatically or     
  manually remediate is simplified,  
  thanks to accurate context. 

Assess Your Endpoint 
Security Model

DETECT. Detect           
advanced threats 
through behavioral-
based monitoring. 
Through its   
proprietary endpoint 
data collection process,                       
Sentinel detects the 
key behaviors that 
define an incident for 
teams. Sentinel detects 
known, unknown and             
previously unseen        
attacker behavior. 
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..................Advantages of the CounterTack Endpoint Sensor
CounterTack’s endpoint sensor embeds itself deep within the endpoint OS, capturing all host 
behavior, including process and memory interactions, file manipulations, registry modifications 
and network activity. This allows the sensor to see system behavior after encryption and other 
obfuscation approaches have been removed.  

‘Driverless’ Endpoint Sensor                                                                                                                           
The CounterTack sensor is injected into the lowest level of the kernel where other drivers 
simply cannot exist, based on the varying levels of access within the kernel layer. This patented                       
technique allows CounterTack’s technology to intercept operating system functions like 
network and file access without the need to decode or reconstruct the file system or network 
objects. This gives teams authoritative intelligence about the context of attacks.

Tamper-resistant Collection Hidden From Attackers                                                                                               
The ability to remain hidden provides security teams with two enormous advantages using 
CounterTack’s Sentinel to counter targeted threats. First, if attackers can’t locate detection 
technology, they will be unable to disable it. Second, if they are unable to observe any evidence 
of detection technology, they will be unable to evade it. Instead, they will unwittingly expose 
their tools and methods. In addition, if attackers sense they are being monitored, they won’t 
‘show their cards’ as much as they would ordinarily, meaning you won’t derive the context 
from engaging directly with them. In contrast, technologies like antivirus have become easily            
detectable by attackers who can evade or simply disable it to establish a beachhead.  

Behavioral vs Binary Analysis                                                                                           
Binary analysis can be an effective method for uncovering threat data as it hits an enterprise 
system, but binary solutions are limited to analyzing functions just within the binary. The         
difference between CounterTack’s approach to threat detection and analysis and binary analysis 
methods is that CounterTack detects actual behavior. For example, a binary analysis might help 
associate behaviors with processes, but it cannot communicate the actual behaviors when 
they are happening, in real-time. So notifications may alert users to high-risk activity that could 
happen, but binary tools cannot provide the actual context for what is actually happening, and 
therefore can’t effectively trace malicious insiders either. 

Isolation Alone Doesn’t Solve the Broader Problem                                                                             
Isolating threats is a relatively new technology that hasn’t proven it can scale, or provide             
operators with any data on threats impacting their operating systems. Rather than limited, 
application-level coverage, CounterTack offers the advantage of monitoring the complete             
operating system. CounterTack’s architecture is built to reduce the need for developers to 
write their own NTFS code to even read a suspect file from the hard drive, and CounterTack 
gives teams an automated way to see and stop attacks even through encryption layers, where             
‘virtualized’ solutions may be blind. 
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CounterTack Endpoint Sensor

  • Continuous monitoring on  
   desktops, laptops and servers

  • Support for physical and virtual  
  environments (VMware®, Microsoft®  
  Hyper-V and Xen®)

 • Operating system support

    - Windows XP SP3 (32-bit)

     - Windows 7 SP1  (32- & 64-bit)

     - Windows Server 2008 R2

 • On-demand extraction of any file on  
   any endpoint

 • Compatible with AV tools from   
  Symantec®, McAfee®, AhnLab®

CounterTack Sentinel                 
Analysis Cluster 

• Real-time analysis engine follows   
  attacks across the enterprise

 • Knowledge Library identifies key   
  events and classifies threat behavior

 • Centralized management console

 • Export to common SIEM and  
  aggregation tools

 • Built on Cloudera® Enterprise Core  
   for scalability and reliability

• Cloudera® Manager functionality  
   including management, monitoring,  
   diagnostics and integration

• Real-time Delivery for HBase

What You Need  
At a Glance:
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..................Trace Analysis
Tracing targeted, persistent threats isn’t easy given how today’s attackers are able to cover 
their tracks and hide traces of their activity. CounterTack applies a method called Trace 
Analysis which is able to follow malicious interactions throughout the operating system. By                   
collecting data at the time it is written and then exporting that data off of the endpoint for 
real-time analysis, attackers are unable to evade detection simply by removing evidence of their 
presence from the endpoint. 

This process was developed to significantly reduce the amount of network data and behavioral 
information points that teams have traditionally had to consume, allowing them to make highly 
qualified security decisions, quickly and confidently. 

Endpoint intelligence is forwarded to the CounterTack Sentinel endpoint analysis cluster, which 
characterizes attack activity in real time. CounterTack Sentinel tracks each interaction with 
the target OS, as well as its impact on the system, and provides a trend-based enterprise-wide    
correlation  — exposing the anatomy of attacks while they’re still in progress. 

One of the key features of CounterTack’s Trace Analysis process is that through a suite of 
built-in intelligence feeds, including compromise indicators, internal exploit libraries and 
elements of machine learning, security teams receive highly optimized alerts on potentially                             
malicious activity.  

Without CounterTack Sentinel, teams can spend an inordinate amount of time chasing 
down low-risk or ‘no-risk’ activity when they should be prioritizing high-risk behavior. With                      
CounterTack Sentinel, teams can track advanced threats throughout their lifecycle and prioritize 
how to remediate and counter threats from machine to machine.
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  “CounterTack is one of the most 
interesting developments of the last 
few years. I am fascinated by the            
possibility to bring dead box forensics 
into the ‘here and now,’ and simply 
watch it unfold before our very eyes.” 

—Chief Security Architect for a Global 
2000 organization

Market Talk

“  ...Kernel-based tools offer better 
protection from tampering because 
the userland agent tool cannot be 
protected from the attacker with 
kernel-level access. It is more difficult 
for the attacker to hide from EDR 
data collection, than say, native        
OS logging.”  

--Gartner Endpoint Threat                 
Detection and Response Tools 
and Practices, Anton Chuvakin,                                  
September 25, 2013. 

Analyst Perspectives

CounterTack Sentinel. Take Back The Endpoint. 

100 5th Ave, First Floor
Waltham, MA 02451-1208
855.893.5428
www.countertack.com


